
  
 

 

“What Price? Time” with Mr and Mrs Archie and Sue Price 

The new season is upon us and for those who have been hankering after their weekly fix of racing it has not come a 

week to soon. For the purist’s (we who can wait) the planning and the training are only just beginning. So to those who 

are ready, good luck and to those who are not “hurry up”. 

Time is of the essence and that is true when it came to the first race into Ellesmere Port, with the season under way 

the Victoria HS were sending to Hereford some eighty four miles to the longest flyers with the West Cheshire 

Federation. The weather had been forecast as good with a North Westerly wind. The West Cheshire Federation 

conveyer Dave Cotgreave, Ron and Mrs J Dodd (Fed secretary) along Steve Williams (race controller) got the convoy 

away at nine fifteen into a West Northwest wind. It is worth passing our sincere thanks at this stage to these 

individuals who has given the federation some really great racing in what can be difficult circumstances at times, so 

long may it continue.  

Surely with these conditions Ellesmere Port would have to figure in the federation result assuming that the Victoria’s 

keen fanciers had got their act together early. But were we to be disappointed? As the early times were announced it 

would appear that the majority of the Port would be behind the Willaston HS and the Rock Station HS times, and by 

majority I mean thirteen of the fourteen fanciers that sent. That was to be the case until we read of the clock of Archie 

and Sue Price. 

Time is something that stands for no man or woman for that matter. It has been time that has been playing a huge 

factor in the Price household over recent and probably many years. Archie has for the last 45 years been working 

shifts at Grief (formerly Van Leer) in Ellesmere Port, and for forty three of those years been married to Sue. This 

partnership has managed to produce three daughters, seven grandchildren and a great grandson. An important in 

ingredient in the life of these pigeon people is the bond and closeness of the family structure. With regard to the 

families of pigeons Archie has spent plenty of time and a lot of hard earned money, researching, speaking to, visiting 

and making acquaintances prior to making a deal to procure the next set or strain of birds to come under his training 

regime.  

An astute pigeon fancier, Archie has long been a student eager to learn of new and faster pigeons, trying to seek out 

the latest or best and then procuring the same for his stock loft. That said once tried they have to perform from the 

outset for Archie to enable him to justify to himself these are the breeders of his new generation. Over previous years 

Archie reminisces of strains he had and raced previously naming Buschearts, Albert Babington’s Janssen Van den 

Bosh, Bert Brasspennings, Van Reets, Cooremans, and Hartogs to name a few, and finally finding via Mark and 

Dickie Evans the birds from Gaby Vandenbeeles. 

Archie himself states that by far the most consistent birds he has raced has been the Vandenbeeles procured from M 

and D Evans and today these are the back bone of the racing team which consists of twenty two widowhood cocks. In 

recent years Archie has been mainly successful on the inland program culminating with him winning the West 

Cheshire Federation points championship in 2012, an accolade which has been somewhat over looked by local 

fanciers as the federation did not have a presentation in 2012 so there were only a few diehards who were actually 

aware that this small set up had achieved so much with so little that season. 

In 2013 Archie and the family found themselves concentrating more on matters close to home and especially the 

family, so the pigeons took a back seat for one season while the family got their priorities and thoughts in prospective, 

with Sue and Archie at the helm the family thankfully got through a rough crossing to allow thoughts to get back to 

pigeons and Archie’s second love.    

 



  
 

Archie Price, when, when mentioned locally is known and revered as a good fancier, what a lot of locals don’t know, is 

the fact that he is a pigeon lover. He really does love his time with his birds, and time has always been the enemy for 

Archie, his work always had to take priority but in October 2013 Archie was called into the HR offices of Greif UK 

Limited and asked if he would like to consider early retirement? It wasn’t a hard decision for Archie as he left that 

particular office that day with a spring in his step and all the time in the world to look forward to. 

TIME: I had not raced in the first race of the season and had spoken to a few people about the early times from 

Hereford, and it would appear that the Port pigeons would figure well behind those further up the Wirral peninsular. On 

checking Archie and Sue Price’s clock the read out was to prove not only a winner and second in the club but also the 

winner and second of the federation. Archie’s first two pigeons both doing 1488 ypm would win the club by a 

staggering 97 ypm and the federation by some 26 ypm.  

On visiting Archie for this profile it was profound the impact that his retirement has had on him and will probably reflect 

on his pigeons. “You can’t buy time” was a statement, and another was “I didn’t realise how much work I was asking 

Sue to do when I was on shift until I retired”. Archie has always kept his regime simple. Race cocks only, exercise 

them at eight until nine in the morning and three to four in the evening. The cocks are fed in their boxes and it is 

noticeable from my visit that as soon as Archie shows himself in the garden the cocks will pitch. This simple is in 

Archie’s words “easy to manage with minimal time allowance”. 

The cocks pitching after their hour exercise                                        the cocks roaring and ready for their feed    

                  

 

The lofts are neat and well kept, the scraper is (for me) unusually very active, Archie says he enjoys cleaning his lofts 

and they are a credit to the partnership especially the condition and standard they are maintained to. There is also an 

air of pride around this loft. Everything has its place and everything is in its place and when you see this fancier with 

his pigeons the empathy that exists within this environment is very apparent and very unique. 

When visiting people you get to see an insight to their world and sometimes you can pick up little tips and useful 

ideas, with this loft in particular everything is straight forward, no tricks or gimmicks, good food clean lofts, tidy 

environment and a loving home. That’s what is supplied, the final component has got to be good birds (says Archie), 

you can do everything for a bad pigeon and it remains a bad pigeon. Give me good pigeons and it’s down to me every 

time. 

Having spent time talking and observing I asked Archie about where he started and he started to reminisce going back 

to the early days of Archie’s venture into pigeon keeping and pigeon racing. “I was fifteen” he recalls, “I started in the 

Victoria Boys club (as it was in those days) and I can remember my very first win”. “It was Hereford” he recalls with 

quite a broad smile on his face, “something has made you smile” I asked. “You know” says Archie, “I have raced birds 

for longer than I care to remember, but I remember my very first winner and the same pigeon was to race from Niort 

(some 500 miles into the Port) two years later and win that as well”. At this point he is laughing. “Do you know “ he 

recalls, “ we sent our birds to Niort that year, and they were held over until the Sunday morning. With no day birds 

recorded, I took a day off work to wait for my hen. Having been out the loft since dawn, my mother called me in for 

something to eat around midmorning”, beans on toast was the cuisine of the day. “I vividly remember sitting with the 

tray on my lap looking through the window into the garden just about to tuck into my beans on toast, when a bird 

landed on the shed. Up went the tray” he recalls laughing “beans and toast all over the window, I ran out and clocked 



  
my hen and was bursting“ in those days racing the channel into the port all channel pigeons were double rubber rung 

to enable the second rubber to be recorded into another fanciers clock to ensure you got your time if you had an issue 

with your own clock. Archie recalls “after clocking I took off and ran round to Harold Millington’s loft”. Harold flew in the  

same fed but in a different club the port club. “Have you got one son” shouted Harold on Archie’s arrival at his loft, 

“you bet” was Archie’s response. Harold put Archie’s counter rubber into his clock and struck the clock. “That’ll be a 

gooden today son” said Harold “have you heard of any other birds in your club son” “no” said Archie “none what so 

ever”, “have you heard of any in your club Mr Millington” “yes” said Harold “I have heard of three birds in our club and 

that’s all that’s home”. “Where are they Mr Millington?” asked Archie “ In my clock” was Harold’s reply. Archie was 

laughing by the time he finished his storey, the late Harold Millington of Ellesmere Port was to take the first three 

positions in the Ellesmere Port club that day with a young Archie Price winning the Victoria Boys Club. “All we have 

the day after a win is the memories, cherish and keep them”. 

The Cocks in their boxes                                            Archie with his team   

   

The federation winner 

The federation winner a blue cock is a Gaby Vandenbeele and is from a direct son of Joe Jones, the dam is also a 

direct M and D Evans, her sire being direct from home alone when paired to Lady of the Rings. 

Archie Price with his latest federation winner.  Blue Vandenbeele Cock First Federation   

         

 



  
Second Federation 

This pigeon was timed in two seconds behind the winner, a blue white flighted cock is also a Vandenbeele from 

pigeons direct from M and D Evans. The sire is down from Wold one, TC and Hillcroft Fantasy. The dam is from my 

good friend Jimmy Mannion of Liverpool being a granddaughter of Solitair and Band of Gold. 

Blue W/F Jimmy Mannion Cock                                                        Archie with his winner of second fed   

  

Archie Price with his hens                                                                     Archie’s lucky charm “the all seeing eye” 

                                    

On closing this profile Archie was keen to mention some friends he has met and kept during his time with pigeons. His 

good mate Jimmy Mannion of Liverpool. Having met Jimmy at the corn shop in Liverpool along with Alan Baker. They 

spent time talking pigeons and Archie learned that they had been gifted some direct M & D Evens Vandenabeels 

nearly all 2003 and 2005 pigeons and all off the main stock pigeons. Archie having already been to Dicky and Mark 

Evans himself to buy the Gabys they decided to swop half a dozen youngsters. This has proved to be so successful 

they have done so ever since.  

In Archie’s own words “Any pigeons Jimmy wants he can have and he does the same with me”. It is refreshing to hear 

of such tales as sadly today there is not enough people like Jimmy Mannion about. These days they all want big 

money for them. While at the corn shop I must of caught Dennis on a good day because I got a free carrier bag and 

cardboard box for my good's (happy day's)”.  

 



  
The West Cheshire Federation 

The first race of the year was to be a steady affair with the Willaston and Rock Station clubs dominating the federation 

result. However the first two positions were taken by Mr & Mrs A J Price on 1488 Victoria HS. Third, fourth, seventh 

and thirteenth positions were taken by Roy and Robbie Sandland Willaston HS and Rock Station HS. Fifth, Sixth and 

Seventeenth were occupied by T Hayes Willaston HS. Eighth, Twenty second, twenty third and twenty fourth went to 

Steve Williams. The new partnership of Jones, Lamb & Daughter are in Ninth, sixteenth, and twenty sixth. Tenth, 

eleventh, and twelfth is occupied by the 2014 federation points champion R Tudor.   

Victorira HS. (14/320) Mr 7 Mrs A J Price 1488, 1488. S Thurston 1391. Willaston HS. (10/181) R & R Sandland 

1462, 1461, T Hayes 1459. Rock Station HS. (17/440) R & R Sandland 1458, S Williams 1457. R & R Sandland 

1415. Hooton HS. (15/231) Jones , Lamd, and Daughter 1456, 1415, 1403. Moreton HS. (6/131) R Lang 1386. 1381. 

T Monaghan 1356. Chester HS. (8/115) A Lawson 1377. K Turner 1349, R Dodd & Son 1343. Christleton HS. (5/53) 

J Smith. D Griffiths 1196. J Churchill 1027. 

WEST CHESHIRE FEDERATION 2013  

TROPHY & FEDERATION WINNERS 2013 

CARENTAN 1 R. TUDOR 

CARENTAN 2 P. LEIGHTON & SON 

FOUGERES 1 P. COOMBES 

FOUGERES 2 W. WALKER 

MESSAC P. COOMBES 

NIORT M.K. LOCKE 

CHANNEL AVERAGES M.K. LOCKE 

OLD BIRD INLAND AVERAGES BATEMAN BROS. & SON 

YOUNG BIRD AVERAGES R & R SANDLAND 

COMBINED OLD BIRD AVERAGES M K LOCKE 

COMBINED O/B & Y/B AVERAGES M K LOCKE 

PRESIDENTS CUP P COOMBES 
 

OLD BIRD INLAND YOUNG BIRDS 

LUDLOW Cancelled LUDLOW R.&J. Parkinson 

HEREFORD  Stevenson Brothers HEREFORD 1 R & R Sandland 

HEREFORD A Davies & Sons HEREFORD 2 W. Ellis 

MONMOUTH R. Tudor MONMOUTH 1 A. Shinton 

FROME 1 R. Dodd & Son MONMOUTH 2 R & R Sandland 

FROME 2 P. Coombes FROME 1 R & R Sandland 

WEST BAY 1 M. Thornhill MONMOUTH S. Williams 

WEST BAY 2 J. & S. Griffiths WEST BAY W. Ellis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

West Cheshire 2013 Points Championship 

 
Name 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Total 

1 B Tudor 2 3 2 2  £    43.00  

2 W Ellis 2 3 2    £    37.00  

3 P Coombes 3 1 1 1  £    33.00  

4 S Williams 1 2 1 4  £    33.00  

5 M K Locke 1 2 1 2  £    27.00  

6 R & R Sandland 2 1 1 1  £    26.00  

7 W Walker 1 2 2    £    25.00  

8 A Shinton 1 2   1  £    20.00  

9 R & R Sandland 1 1 1 1  £    19.00  

10 A Davies & Sons 1   1 2  £    17.00  

11 R & J Parkinson 1 1 1    £    16.00  

12 Bateman Bros & Son     2 2  £    14.00  

13 P Leighton & Son 1     1  £    10.00  

14 F McNamara & Son   1   1  £      8.00  

15 B V Jones   1   1  £      8.00  

16 Bellis & Grice     2    £      8.00  

17 R Dodd & Son 1        £      7.00  

18 J & S Griffiths 1        £      7.00  

19 Stevenson Bros 1        £      7.00  

20 M Thornhill 1        £      7.00  

21 J Stokes & Son   1      £      5.00  

22 Dodd & Sampson     1    £      4.00  

23 T Hayes     1    £      4.00  

24 R Lang     1    £      4.00  

25 Mr & Mrs A J Price     1    £      4.00  

26 Jones & Thomas       1  £      3.00  

27 J & S Peers       1  £      3.00  

  
21 21 21 21  £      399.00  

 


